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About This Game

Kindergarten is an abstract puzzle adventure game. You play as a student in a school that’s a bit…off. The teacher is trying to
get rid of her kids. the janitor is frequently seen cleaning up blood. The cafeteria is serving the same slop over and over again.

Kids are walking around with strange devices planted on them after visiting the principal, and one of your fellow classmates has
gone missing. It’s up to you to figure out what’s going on, because your life might depend on it.

Classic Kindergarten fun!

Take part in show and tell!
Play house with Cindy!
Get beat up by the school bully!
Talk to the weird kid!
Destroy school property!
Get poisoned!
Solve a missing person's case!

You know...all the things you did while you were in Kindergarten.
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Title: Kindergarten
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Con Man Games, SmashGames
Publisher:
SmashGames
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.6ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Mobility Radeon 4200

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 150 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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All I have to say is, WOW! This is a fantastic space exploration \/ real time space battle game! I really can't wait to see what
more this game will have in it, once it reaches v1.0. I grew up in the 80's and my first real space exploration game was star
control and star control 2. Though, those didn't come out until 1991 and then 1992. These ran on a 486 DX 66, if anyone can
remember those computers, lol. Though the graphics of these games, weren't anything, compared to todays standards, they were
easy to play and kept me mezmorized in the fact that, I was in space meeting new races and collecting valuable resources to
upgrade. SC1 (the original) didn't have that, but you hopefully get the point. This game brought me back 28 years and made me
feel 14 years old again. Kudos to all the people that worked on this game. Its easy to play and there is a lot to explore. The
upgrade\/crafting of the ships is amazing as well. After I purchased this game, I couldn't put it down for over 4 hours straight. I
highly recommend purchasing this game for the price. Its only 17-18 bucks and its only on v0.1 something. But there is so much
you can do already and there is a quite a bit of content. I've gushed enough, but this is a gem that I'm glad I fell into.. Certainly
not what I was expecting. One crappy plane and a bunch of flight plan....

I was expecting a nice tour of England Scotland and Wales. But its just a load of flight plans bundled together. No extra scenery
to my knowledge either. Waste of money and consequently Im off. Make sure to always use paypal for purchasing as despite the
t&cs regardiing refunds you are still entitled to a full refund. We all in the UK have statotury rights - and if the seller is
misleading and or illusive in any way about the product they are selling,then you definatly have a paypal case. Sorry steam it
appears you have a nice setup and it mimics the xbox consoles of years gone by. But whats with the overpriced addons for FSX.
Yes overpriced for an aging product that could be run on my wrist watch. ha. A very well-made point and click,. it feels like
acohesive adventure, with a nice story and more of an interactive and meaninful feel to the majority of the objects. you interact
more with the enviroment, and you also get more of a handle on finding those impossible objects with the "object finder" tool,
which givedss you a timed reveal of an object

This is a really nice, quick, puzzle game. This game looks awesome. I bought it, but sadly it will not respond to any control
inputs, including keyboard and x-box controller. I have uninstalled and re-installed multiple times and still no luck. Anyone with
a similar problem find a fix? I think it looks great, but sadly I cannot recommend a game that I purchase and cannot play
because it won't respond to the keyboard or controller.. I recommend this game for creative players. 9/10. OK I wrote a review
earlier and I dont know what happened to it but I will restate what I said and add more. The good first. Theres a nifty little
campaign quest for people who have never played these games. I have been a long time player of Patrician games. I have played
Patrician 3 and loved it. This game is not as nice as Patrician 3. Theres a nifty little campaign quest for people who have never
played these games. Well, so far thats it. The bad. One of the first quests in the campaign is to begin hemp production. A little
later you will find hat most other cities produce hemp and it is not in demand so you end up with a stroehouse full of hemp. The
trade system is glitchy. For example, if you send a convoy to a city you cant have it drop off one item and load another. its all or
nothing??? I wanted to bring salt from Lubeck to Aalborg and pick up meat from there to trade but you cant drop off and pick
up its either one or the other. Combat is not good. Yes, you can auto combat but the AI isnt good or youcan manually fight
which is more drawn out, you can't board and capture ships like in this games predecessor and you can only capture the last ship
remaining IF you are in manual combat or you completely dwarf the enemies fleet in auto. In combat you can just simply set
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your ships to auto engage the otehr ships and then watch. I have invested some time into this game and I think I am done. If this
game is on sale I would recommend it as a traine, but Patrician 3 is better but the politics seems more complicated.. The Journey
Quest series is made by the same talented folks behind "The Gamers" series of movies (including The Gamers: Dorkness Rising,
and The Gamers: Hands of Fate). If you have any love of RPG style games, stop what you are doing right now and go watch
Journey Quest. And watch the Gamers movies. They are both about the funniest things I have ever seen in the fantasy / RPG
genre, and are so full of both clever and obvious jokes. But there's a difference: The movies are about the real-world people
playing the characters. Journey Quest is an immersive series about the fantasy characters themselves.
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I'll keep it simple, any other informations are mentioned from reviewers before.
'Corona Blossom Vol.1' is a kinetic novel (without any choices).
It's an combination of scifi + aliens + robots + cats (sorry, I know you'll kill me for that Lily&Yuni) and a starting romance
mixed in.
Front Wing delivered a heart warming kinetic novel again.. Love the idea of this game. Can't wait for multiplayer. Board game
that requires quick thinking and platforming.. wow great game with alot of replay value and global boards. Addictive. Life is
Shattered.. Really great and nice experience. Seems like a real museum. Visuals are clean and ambiant sounds well chosen.
More exhibits would be fine. One point: maybe too much brightness which is inconvenient when looking at Mona Lisa and other
canvas.
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